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The active distribution network (ADN) shows great potential for use in network

restoration services, given its ability to actively control the network topology,

distributed generation (DG) outputs, and demand response (DR) resources.

However, its utility may be limited due to the geographical dispersion of DG and

DR resources when applied to natural disasters such as windstorms,

earthquakes, and floods. In addition, the increasing use of renewable energy

creates fluctuations and uncertainties, hindering ADNs from realizing reliable

energy scheduling during disasters. Mobile energy storage system (MESS) fleets

can be used to economically provide flexible emergency power supply for

network restoration services. MESSs can also hedge against load and DG output

forecast risks. This article proposes a novel coordinated network

reconfiguration and MESS fleets dispatching model considering the

uncertainty in DG output and load forecasts to increase the resilience of the

ADN after disasters. The MESS traveling strategy is modeled by an extended

transit delay model. Then, a novel deterministic network restoration model

incorporating theMESS, stationary energy storage system, DG, DR, and network

reconfiguration is proposed and programmed using mixed-integer linear

programming. Then, an ellipsoidal uncertainty set is employed to describe

the uncertainty of load and DG output forecasts, and a robust network

restoration model is proposed based on the deterministic one. The

proposed deterministic and robust network restoration models are verified

on a 59-bus rural distribution system in China.
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1 Introduction

Recently, extreme weather disasters have posed

unprecedented challenges to power grids, especially

distribution networks. For example, in the event of a bus

failure owing to an earthquake, the distribution network

cannot restore the network without load shedding. Therefore,

the demand for flexible and resilient distribution network

technology is rising to prevent blackouts and irreparable

economic and social impacts.

Compared to traditional distribution networks, active

distribution networks (ADNs) are able to achieve higher

reliability and resilience via advanced active distribution

network management (ADNM) schemes (Kabirifar et al.,

2019). In an ADN, faults can be actively isolated via

transforming the status of the switches and network topology

(Chen et al., 2016). Furthermore, with the interconnection of

high-penetration distribution generation (DG), the ADN can

temporarily recover the power supply of essential blackout areas

(Han et al., 2019).

Recently, several studies have been conducted to improve

network resilience. Salimi et al. (2020) introduced the

information gap decision theory to assist distribution system

operators (DNO) when extreme events occur. Esfahani et al.

(2020) presented a resilience-oriented operation scheduling

model for ADN against windstorms. Gholami et al. (2016)

utilized a microgrid (MG) to mitigate the load shedding of

contingencies, and the dynamic network reconfiguration

showed great potential for load recovery. Many studies have

highlighted the use of energy storage for restoring loads. Energy

storage can provide stable and critical power when a disaster

occurs. However, stationary energy storage in the literature relies

on the integrity of the power grid, which may be unreliable when

extreme events occur.

Mobile energy storage system (MESS) fleets provide a flexible

and inexpensive option in terms of mobility and flexibility (Wang

et al., 2022). The MESS is a utility-scale storage bank (e.g.,

lithium-ion batteries) that is fully controlled by the utility.

When a severe fault occurs, the DNO can schedule MESSs to

move between different positions for service restoration

(Abdeltawab and Mohamed, 2017). Compared with

aggregated electric vehicles (EVs) owned by residents or third

parties, the MESS is more reliable and more accessible to

schedule, which is critical for network restoration. Kim and

Dvorkin (2019) proposed an investment model that includes a

joint allocation and operation strategy for an MESS with

microgrids. Huang et al. (2020) used an MESS to mitigate

voltage violations. Prabawa and Choi (2020) provided a

multiagent framework for coordinating switches, distributed

generators, and static/mobile energy storage systems for

network restoration. Mirzaei et al. (2020) employed MESSs in

a railway system. Dabbaghjamanesh et al. (2021) considered the

idea of MESSs for coastal distribution grids and used mobile

marine microgrids to maximize the distribution grid resiliency.

Abdeltawab and Mohamed (2017) proposed a day-ahead energy

management system (EMS) for the MESS, which aims to

minimize the cost of importing electricity from the grid. Jiang

et al. (2021) proposed a two-step optimal allocation model to

obtain the optimal allocation (location and size) of a stationary

energy storage system (SESS) and an MESS to improve network

resilience.

Nevertheless, the uncertainty that comes from the real world

sets tremendous obstacles to restoration tasks (Peng et al., 2020).

In the real world, fluctuating DG outputs, time-varying load

demands, and estimation errors of loads are the three significant

sources of uncertainty in ADN restoration. Regarding the

corresponding uncertainty risks, poor restoration performance

may result in uncertain conditions when using a deterministic

model, even leading to failures under some restoration strategies

because of the violation of security constraints. Sekhavatmanesh

and Cherkaoui (2020) proposed a new formulation for the

reconfiguration problem with a limited number of

reconfiguration steps according to DG start-up requirements.

Yao et al. (2020) proposed a rolling optimization framework of

MESS to fulfill service restoration with both uncertainties from

the traffic system and load forecasting. Liu et al. (2021)

considered the uncertain temporal-spatial distribution of

traffic flows, along with traffic congestion and its impacts, in

MESS scheduling. However, the study by Yao et al. (2020) and

Liu et al. (2021) did not consider the uncertainty of the DG

output, thus, did not provide a robust and reliable restoration

scheme.

In this context, this study aims to bridge the gap in the

coordination of MESSs, DG outputs, microgrids, and ADNM

strategies (i.e., network reconfiguration, SVC adjustment, and

demand response), considering the uncertainty from both the

DG output and load demand forecast. The operation of MESSs,

DGs, and distribution networks is formulated as a two-stage

robust optimization problem, where the uncertainties of the

load demands and DG outputs are depicted using ellipsoidal

uncertainty sets. In the first stage, the vehicle scheduling

problem of MESSs is modeled and optimized to harness the

flexibility and mobility of the MESSs. Meanwhile, the network

configuration is activated to isolate the faults and determine the

scale of each microgrid. In the second stage, the actual charging/

discharging behaviors of the MESSs and stationary ESSs, the

output of the DGs, and responsible load demands are adjusted

in accordance with the realized uncertain factors. The major

contributions of this study are summarized as follows:

1) A novel network restoration model, which coordinates

MESSs, SESSs, network restoration, DG dispatch, and

demand response (DR) resources in blackout areas, is

proposed to recover the power supply.

2) Furthermore, a robust variant of the proposed coordinated

network restoration model is developed. In this robust
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model, the uncertainty of load and DG output forecast is

considered.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2

introduces the traveling model of MESS fleets; Section 3 presents

the formulation of the deterministic and robust network

restoration problem, both of them consider DG, DR, SESS,

and network reconfiguration; Section 4 displays the case study

results from a real 59-bus distribution network system located in

Jiangsu, China; at last, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Traveling model of MESS fleets

Compared with the traditional SESS, which can restore loads

only at fixed places, the MESS can travel among MGs to transport

energy after major blackouts. See Figure 1 for an example.

However, the operation of the MESS is limited by the traffic

condition, state of charge (SOC) of the energy storage system

carried by the MESS, and travel time between the MG. A detailed

traffic andMESS model should be developed to better facilitate the

mobility of the MESS. This section introduces the transit delay

model (TDM) to briefly represent MESS travel, including the

traffic distance matrix and traveling time matrix. Second, the

MESS traveling model was laid out, including the parking and

traveling states and charging and discharging models.

2.1 Transit delay model of MESS

Because MESSs deliver electrical energy through

transportation systems, the traffic model is crucial to the

MESS-based restoration service. Here, the transit delay model,

which describes the commute time between two stations, is

employed to formulate the traveling time.

For a set of nodes ΨN in the distribution system, the distance

between each node is defined by the distance matrix D with zero

diagonal elements, where each element dij denotes the distance

between two nodes (i, j). Because there may be one-way streets in

the transportation system, dij may not be equal to dji.

D � ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 / d1N

..

.
1 ..

.

dN1 / 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (1)

The traveling time τij is also critical to MESS scheduling. The

traffic time consists of three parts: commute time dij/Vavg, traffic

congestion time tcij, and installation time tins.

τij � round(tcij + dij/Vavg + tins

Ts
) (2)

where the function round () rounds the object toward the

nearest integer; Vavg denotes the average truck speed; and tins
denotes the MESS installation time. Although the MESS

operates in plug-and-play mode, connecting the MESS to

the grid at the node takes a finite time. Ts denotes the

sample time in minutes.

2.2 Operation constraints of the MESS

The MESS carries energy storage to travel from where

energy is sufficient to where electricity is urgently needed.

Because the MESS works on both transportation and power

FIGURE 1
Schematic of the post-event network restoration scheme with the MESS.
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systems, the geographical position and energy should be

carefully modeled.

2.2.1 MESS position constraints
The initial and final state of the MESS is formulated as

follows:

zm,i�stationinim,i ,t0
� 1,∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀i ∈ ΨN, (3)

ωm,t0 � 0,∀m ∈ ΨMESS, (4)
ωm,tend � 0,∀m ∈ ΨMESS, (5)

where zm,i,t is a binary variable that indicates the position of the

MESS in each time period. If the MESS m is at node i at time t,

zm,i,t equals one; otherwise, zm,i,t equals zero; stationinim,i denotes

the initial place i of MESS m; and ωm,t is a binary variable that

denotes the traveling state of the MESS. If ωm,t � 1, the MESS m

is moving at time t. Eqs 3, 4 indicate that the MESS is parked at

stationinim,i before MESS scheduling. Eq. 5 indicates that the MESS

should stop moving when time is out. Eq. 5 prevents unnecessary

travel during service restoration.

One MESS truck can only be deployed at one node i at time t;

that is,

∑
i∈ΨN

zm,i,t � 1 − ωm,t,∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT. (6)

2.2.2 MESS traveling constraints
Several logical constraints should be satisfied when the MESS

travels in the distribution network.

{ stMESS
m,t − spMESS

m,t � ωMESS
m,t − ωMESS

m,t−1
∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (7)

stMESS
m,t + spMESS

m,t ≤ 1,∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (8)

∑t+τij
t′�t

zm,t′ ≤ 1,∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (9)

∑t+τij
t′�t

stMESS
m,t ≤ 1,∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (10)

∑
t∈T

stMESS
m,t ≤Travel,∀m ∈ ΨMESS. (11)

Eq. 7 defines the binary start and stop state indicators stMESS
m,t

and spMESS
m,t , whenMESSm starts to travel at time t, stMESS

m,t equals

one. Eq. 8 is a logic constraint that implies that the start and stop

state indications stMESS
m,t and spMESS

m,t cannot equal one at the same

time. Eqs 9, 10 denote the traveling time of the MESS from the

perspective of position and traveling state, respectively. Eq. 11

implies that the travel frequency of the MESS should not exceed a

predefined maximum value, Travel.

2.2.3 MESS power output constraints
The battery carried by truck follows similar operation

constraints as SESSs, but only charges/discharges when the

truck stops at parking lots.

⎧⎨⎩ −(1 − ωm,t)PMESS
m ≤PMESS

m,t ≤ (1 − ωm,t)PMESS
m

∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (12)

PMatN
i,t � ∑

m

zm,i,t · PMESS
m,t ,∀i ∈ ΨN,∀t ∈ ΨT, (13)

QMatN
i,t ≤PMatN

i,t tan δ,∀i ∈ ΨN,∀t ∈ ΨT, (14)
SOCMESS

m,0 � SOCMESS
m,set ,∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (15)

{ SOCMESS
m,t � SOCMESS

m,t−1 + PMESS
m,t /(ηMESS

m EMESS
m Δt)

∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT
, (16)

SOCMESS
m ≤ SOCMESS

m,t ≤ SOCMESS
m ,∀m ∈ ΨMESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (17)

where ηMESS
m denotes charging and discharging efficiency of

MESS m; EMESS
m denotes the capacity of MESS m; δ denotes

the maximum power factor of the MESS system, here we set δ =

0.8 to make sure the MESS can support the local voltage while

providing enough active power.

Constraint (Eq. 12) denotes the operational logic of the

MESS, which means that the MESS is not permitted to charge

or discharge when moving. Furthermore, (Eq. 12) limits the

maximum charging and discharging powers of the MESS. Eq. 13

summarizes the total MESS power output at node i at time t. Eq.

14 denotes the reactive power output of MESS. In this study, the

maximum power factor of MESS is set to 0.9. Eq. 15 sets the

primary SOC of the energy storage. Eq. 16 defines the SOC of

MESS at time t. Eq. 17 restrains the maximum and minimum

SOC to obviate over-charging and over-discharging.

Eq. 13 contains a product term of a binary variable and a

continuous variable, which is nonlinear and computationally

expensive. Thus, Eq. 13 is linearized using the “Big-M” method,

as follows:

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ −∑
m

zm,i,t · PMESS
m ≤PMatN

i,t ≤ ∑
m

zm,i,t · PMESS
m

∀i ∈ ΨN,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (18)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩∑
m

(1−zm,i,t) ·PMESS
m ≤∑

m

PMESS
m,t −PMatN

i,t ≤∑
m

(1−zm,i,t) ·PMESS
m

∀i∈ΨN,∀t∈ΨT

, (19)

where Eqs 18, 19 are the linear variants of Eq. 13.

Compared with existing articles, our model considers the

reactive power output of MESS, which provides vital voltage

support for the network. It also limits the parking times of the

MESS, improving the utilization of energy storage.

3 Mathematical formulation of the
coordinated network restoration
model

The post-event recovery of ADN with MESS intends to

achieve an optimal recovery scheme, including network

reconfiguration decisions, SESS operation strategy, SVC

dispatch, DG control, DR resources dispatch, and the most

crucial coordination scheme with the MESS.
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3.1 Deterministic network restoration
model

When catastrophic failure or significant disturbances occur,

ADN can automatically divide the isolated islands so that more

loads will be restored to the power supply under the action of

high-penetration DG and the cutting-edge ADNM system.

Therefore, this section presents the coordinated network

restoration model, including distributed SESS, DR resources,

SVC, and microgrid, the concrete mathematical expressions

are as follows.

3.1.1 Objective function

max ∑
j∈ΨN

bjP
L
j,t. (20)

To cover as much important load as possible, the restoration

model takes the sum of the forecasted power of each bus as the

objective function and maximizes it.

3.1.2 DG power output constraints
In the network restoration progress, the renewable energy-

based DG can be used to support active power temporally. In this

model, it is natural to assume that all DGs are operated in

maximum power point tracking mode to supply more

renewable energy. Furthermore, we assume that all DGs are

equipped with low-voltage ride-through devices to maintain the

power supply in the restoration progress. Because the inverter is

connected to the photovoltaic panel, it is supposed that the

reactive power output can be continuously adjusted within the

set scope. In line with the photovoltaic grid-connected standard,

the variation scope of the power factor is set as [−0.95, 0.95]

(Wang et al., 2016).

PDG
i,t ≤ ηDG

i,t S
DG
i ,∀i ∈ ΨDG,∀t ∈ ΨT, (21)

−PDG
i,t tan ϕ ≤QDG

i,t ≤PDG
i,t tan �ϕ,∀i ∈ ΨDG,∀t ∈ ΨT, (22)

(PDG
i,t )2 + (QDG

i,t )2 ≤ (SDG
i )2,∀i ∈ ΨDG,∀t ∈ ΨT. (23)

Constraints in Eqs 21, 22 present the active power and

reactive power output limits of each DG at time t. The

constraint in Eq. 23 denotes the capacity of each DG system.

Eq. 23 is a quadratic constraint, which will increase the

calculation time. In order to solve the sub-problem, this

article uses a cyclic linearization method to linearize the

constraint (Eq. 23). In the cyclic linearization method, two

square constraints are employed to approximate the quadratic

constraint, see Figure 2. In Figure 2, the blue circle represents the

value of SDG
i , while PDG

i,t and QDG
i,t can only take values in this

circle according to constraint Eq. 23. The idea of the cyclic

linearization method is to use two squares, see Figure 2, to

approximate the circle constraint. According to (Kabirifar

et al., 2019), this approximation is sufficiently accurate in

engineering applications.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−SDG
i ≤PDG

i,t ≤ SDG
i

−SDG
i ≤QDG

i,t ≤ SDG
i

− �
2

√
SDG
i ≤PDG

i,t + QDG
i,t ≤

�
2

√
SDG
i

− �
2

√
SDG
i ≤PDG

i,t − QDG
i,t ≤ SDG

i

∀i ∈ ΨDG,∀t ∈ ΨT

. (24)

3.1.3 Reactive power output constraints of SVC
As a flexible reactive power supply in ADN, SVC can adjust

swiftly according to the reactive power requirement in the

process of restoration, which plays the role of reactive power

support.

QSVC
i ≤QSVC

i,t ≤QSVC
i ,∀i ∈ ΨSVC,∀t ∈ ΨT, (25)

where QSVC
i , and QSVC

i represent the lower and upper thresholds

of SVC reactive power output, respectively.

3.1.4 SESS power output constraints
The SESS provides local support to the load demand in faulty

areas. The SESS has multiple functions. First, it is the energy

supply unit of the important load of the microgrid. Second, it can

smooth the fluctuation of DG output and transmit high-quality

power to loads.

uchar
i,t + udis

i,t ≤ 1,∀i ∈ ΨESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (26)
uchar
i,t Pchar

i ≤Pchar
i,t ≤ uchar

i,t Pchar
i ,∀i ∈ ΨESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (27)

udis
i,t P

dis
i ≤Pdis

i,t ≤ udis
i,t P

dis
i ,∀i ∈ ΨESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (28)

FIGURE 2
Linearization of the circular constraint.
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SOCi,0 � SOCi,set,∀i ∈ ΨESS,∀t ∈ ΨT, (29)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

SOCi,t � SOCi,t−1 +
(Pchar

i,t /ηchari Δt − Pdis
i,t /ηdisi Δt)

Enomal
i

∀i ∈ ΨESS,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (30)

SOCi ≤ SOCi,t ≤ SOCi,∀i ∈ ΨESS,∀t ∈ ΨT. (31)

The constraint in Eq. 26 is the mutually exclusive constraint

of ESS, indicating that ESS cannot charge and discharge

simultaneously. Eqs 27, 28 are the upper and lower bounds

of charge and discharge of SESS. Eq. 29 sets the primary SOC of

the SESS. Eq. 30 defines the SOC at time t. Eq. 31 restrains the

maximum and minimum SOC.

3.1.5 Power flow constraints
In this article, the DistFlow equation is used to model the

radial grid, and the specific model is as follows:

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ ∑
k∈π(i)

Pki,t − ∑
j∈γ(i)

Pij,t � PDG
i,t − PL

i,t + rijI
2
ij,t

∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (32)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ ∑
k∈π(i)

Qki,t − ∑
j∈γ(i)

Qij,t � QDG
i,t + QSVC

i,t − PL
i,t tanφ + xijI

2
ij

∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (33)

{V2
i,t − V2

j,t � 2(Pij,trij + Qij,txij) − (r2ij + x2
ij)I2ij,t

∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT
, (34)

where I2ij,t � (P2
ij,t + Q2

ij,t)/V2
i,t.

In Eqs 32, 33, rijI2ij,t is a nonlinear term, which can be

ignored since the energy loss is relevantly small. In addition,

since ADN has a relatively flat voltage profile

(i.e., Vi ≈ 1, i ∈ ΨN). The left term in Eq. 34 can be

approximated by V2
i,t − V2

j,t ≈ 2(Vi,t − Vj,t), with a minor

approximation error [approximately 0.25% (1%) if there is a

5% (10%) deviation in the voltage amplitude approximation].

Taking these two simplifications into consideration, Eqs 32–34

can be simplified to

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ ∑
k∈π(i)

Pki,t − ∑
j∈γ(i)

Pij,t � PDG
i,t − PL

i,t

∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (35)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ ∑
k∈π(i)

Qki,t − ∑
j∈γ(i)

Qij,t � QDG
i,t + QSVC

i,t − PL
i,t tanφ

∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (36)

{Vi,t − Vj,t � Pij,trij + Qij,txij

∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT
. (37)

Furthermore, to consider the network reconfiguration and

bus failure in the recovery, we use the Big-M method to build a

variation of Eqs 35–37.

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
−M(1 − bi)≤PDG

i,t − PL
i,t − ∑

k∈π(i)
Pki,t + ∑

j∈γ(i)
Pij,t

≤M(1 − bi),∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (38)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
−M(1 − bi)≤QDG

i,t + QSVC
i,t − PL

i,t tanφ − ∑
k∈π(i)

Qki,t + ∑
j∈γ(i)

Qij,t

≤M(1 − bi),∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

,

(39)
⎧⎨⎩ −M(1 − cij)≤Vi,t − Vj,t − Pij,trij − Qij,txij

≤M(1 − cij),∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

. (40)

Eqs 38, 39 are the active and reactive power flow equations,

respectively, where bj is the 0–1 variable, indicating whether

connected with the grid, and M denotes a large constant. Eq. 40

uses the linearized DistFlow formulation to display the bus

voltage drop, cij is the 0–1 variable, which represents the

status of the line ij.

3.1.6 Network security constraints
The line capacity and bus voltage constraints are considered to

make the microgrid and ADN operate normally after restoration.

P2
ij,t + Q2

ij,t ≤ Sij
max 2 · cij,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT, (41)

Vi ≤Vi,t ≤ �Vi,∀i ∈ ΨN,∀t ∈ ΨT. (42)

Eqs 41, 42 constrain the line capacity and bus voltage,

respectively. The quadratic form in Eq. 41 can also be

approximated using the circular linearization method as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−Sij max · cij ≤Pij,t ≤ Sij max · cij
−Sij max · cij ≤Qij,t ≤ Sij max · cij

− �
2

√
Sij

max · cij ≤Pij,t + Qij,t ≤
�
2

√
Sij

max · cij
− �

2
√

Sij
max · cij ≤Pij,t − Qij,t ≤

�
2

√
Sij

max · cij
∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

. (43)

3.1.7 Demand response constraints
DR can change load demand through a series of incentive

measures, which are widely used in ADN.When the power grid is

attacked, DR can alleviate the power supply pressure to a certain

extent. To display the role of DR in the restoration plan, this

article presents an interruptible load modeling scheme, which is

the most typical and effective.

PDR
i,t ≤ qDR

i,t u
DR
i,t ,∀i ∈ ΨDR,∀t ∈ ΨT, (44)

stDR
i,t − spDR

i,t � uDR
i,t − uDR

i,t−1,∀i ∈ ΨDR,∀t ∈ ΨT, (45)
stDR

i,t + spDR
i,t ≤ 1,∀i ∈ ΨDR,∀t ∈ ΨT, (46)

∑t+TLCDR
min −1

t′�t
uDR
i,t′ ≥TLC

DR
min st

DR
i,t ,∀i ∈ ΨDR,∀t ∈ ΨT, (47)

∑t+TLCDR
max −1

t′�t
spDR

i,t′ ≥ st
DR
i,t ,∀i ∈ ΨDR,∀t ∈ ΨT, (48)
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∑
t∈T

stDR
i,t ≤NumDR,∀i ∈ ΨDR, (49)

where qDR
i,t denotes the maximum load capacity that can be

interrupted at bus i in time interval t; stDR
i,t , sp

DR
i,t , and uDR

i,t are

0–1 variables that represent the start, stop, and interrupt

states of loads, respectively; TLCDR
min and TLCDR

max denote the

lower and upper limits of interruptible time; and NumDR

represents the maximum number of interruptible loads.

3.1.8 Topology constraints
The abovementioned model should be convenient for

coordination and protection based on effectively reducing

the short-circuit current. Hence, ADN needs to meet a series

of topology constraints during operation. This study uses a

virtual network (Lavorato et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2017) to

formulate the reconfiguration model, and the radial topology

constraint can be equally replaced by the connectivity

constraint and the branch number constraint.

In the linearized DistFlow model, a virtual network with

the same topology as ADN is added to represent the

connectivity constraint. Among them, the power source

nodes are regarded as “source” nodes, and the load nodes

are considered as “sink” nodes. In this study, we assume that

both buses and power lines can be attacked. Therefore, we are

supposed to verify whether the bus is in the restored grid.

∑
k∈π(i)

Fki − ∑
j∈γ(i)

Fij � −bi,∀i ∈ ΨN\{ΨDG ∪ ΨSub}, (50)

∑
k∈π(i)

Fki − ∑
j∈γ(i)

Fij � Hi,∀i ∈ ΨDG ∪ ΨSub, (51)

bi ≤Hi ≤M · bi,∀i ∈ ΨDG ∪ ΨSub, (52)
−M · cij ≤Fij ≤M · cij,∀ij ∈ ΨE, (53)
∑
ij∈ΨE

cij � ∑
i∈ΨN

bi − nMG,∀ij ∈ ΨE, (54)

where π(i) is the node set that contains the nodes flows to node i;
γ(i) is the node set that contains the node flows from node i.

Eqs 50, 51 make sure that the “sink” nodes must connect to at

least one “source” node. Eq. 52 connects the fictitious network

and the real distribution network.

The branch number constraints are shown in Eqs 55–58,

where |·| represents the cardinality of the set, nMG represents the

number of microgrids, and if nMG equals one, there are no

microgrids in ADN. Eqs 57, 58 make sure that the lines

connected to the disconnected bus should be cut off.

∑
i∈ΨN

bi ≤ |ΨN|, (55)

nMG ≥ 1, (56)
ci,j ≤ bi,∀ij ∈ ΨE, (57)
ci,j ≤ bj,∀ij ∈ ΨE. (58)

The proposed restoration model can control the connections

of each bus. In addition, we define variable bi to show whether

bus i is powered by the microgrid. It can also obtain the optimal

number of microgrids through the value of the variable nMG.

By comparing Eqs 2–22 and Eqs 24–31 and Eq. 38, the

deterministic grid reconfiguration model in this study is a mixed-

integer linear programming model.

3.2 DG and load forecast uncertainty

A qualified network restoration scheme should handle the

uncertainty of DG output and load forecast. Thus, we introduce a

predefined ellipsoidal uncertainty set to describe uncertainty.

The load demand and DG output forecast value can be

represented by a combination of its mean value and forecast

error as follows:

PL
i,t � PL

i,t + ΔPL
i,t, (59)

ηDG
i,t � PDG

i,t + ΔPDG
i,t , (60)

where PL
i,t, P

DG
i,t , ΔPL

i,t, and ΔPDG
i,t are the predicted active power

and forecast error of the load demand and DG outputs,

respectively.

The following ellipsoidal uncertainty set describes the

boundary of the forecast error as follows:

ΩN � {ΔPL
i,t: ΔP

L
i,tΘ

−1
L,iΔP

L
i,t ≤CL

conf},∀i ∈ ΨN,∀t ∈ ΨT, (61)
ΩDG � {ΔPDG

i,t : ΔP
DG
i,t Θ

−1
DG,iΔP

DG
i,t ≤CDG

conf},∀i ∈ ΨDG,∀t ∈ ΨT,

(62)
where ΩN and ΩDG denote the ellipsoidal uncertain set of the

load forecast error and DG forecast error, respectively; Θ−1
i and

Φ−1
i denote the covariance matrices of the load forecast error and

DG forecast error, respectively; CL
conf and CDG

conf are the

uncertainty budgets. By adjusting the uncertainty budget, the

DNO can control the conservativeness of the entire network

restoration model to adapt to various disasters.

In this study, we assumed the system error of the forecasted

load and forecasted DG output is zero and is subject to

multivariate normal distributions. Therefore, the uncertainty

budget can be determined by the chi-square distribution using

the relation

CL
conf � χ21−α(|ΨT|), (63)

CDG
conf � χ21−α(|ΨT|), (64)

where χ21−α(|ΨT|) represents the (1 − α) quantile of the chi-square
distribution with |ΨT| degrees of freedom. |ΨT| is the cardinal

number of set ΨT.

The ellipsoidal uncertainty can be normalized to a sphere by

defining ΞL,i � Θ1/2
L,i , ΞDG,i � Θ1/2

DG,i, and using ζL and ζDG to
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denote the radial uncertainty. Then, the uncertainty sets ΩN and

ΩDG can be rewritten as follows:

ΩN � {ΔPL
i,t �

�����
CL

conf

√
ΞL,iζL,

���ζL���≤ 1}, (65)

ΩDG � {ΔPDG
i,t �

�����
CDG

conf

√
ΞDG,iζDG,

���ζDG

���≤ 1}. (66)

3.3 Robust optimization formulation

In this section, the original deterministic network restoration

model in Section 3.1 is reformatted to a robust optimization model

to consider the uncertainty in the network restoration problem.

The robust optimization model can be understood using

the “max–min” framework. In the outer layer, the uncertainty

is fixed, aiming to maximize the total load in the “worst”

scenario. In the inner layer, the uncertainty parameters are

regarded as variables, and the aim is to find the “worst”

scenario against the outer layer and minimize the total

restored loads. The objective function under the

“max–min” framework is as follows:

max min
ΔPDG

i,t ,ΔPL
i,t

∑
t

∑
i∈N

bi · PL
i,t . (67)

The constraint should also be modified to accommodate the

robust optimization model. First, the load demand and DG output

in constraints Eq. 23 and Eqs 40, 41 are modified using Eqs 61, 62.

PDG
i,t ≤(PDG

i,t + ΔPDG
i,t ) · SDG

i ,∀i ∈ ΨDG,∀t ∈ ΨT, (68)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
−M(1 − bi)≤PDG

i,t − PL
i,t − ΔPL

i,t − ∑
k∈π(i)

Pki,t + ∑
j∈γ(i)

Pij,t

≤M(1 − bi),∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

, (69)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−M(1 − bi)≤QDG

i,t + QSVC
i,t − (PL

i,t + ΔPL
i,t) tanφ

− ∑
k∈π(i)

Qki,t + ∑
j∈γ(i)

Qij,t ≤M(1 − bi)
∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

. (70)

Taking the ellipsoidal uncertainty set into the account, Eqs

68–70 can be further transformed into a set of second-order cone

robust counterparts as follows:

PDG
i,t ≤(PDG

i,t +
������ �����

CDG
conf

√
ΞDG,iζDG

������)SDG
i ,∀i ∈ ΨDG,∀t ∈ ΨT, (71)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
−M(1 − bi)≤PDG

i,t − PL
i,t −

������ �����
CL

conf

√
ΞL,iζL

������ − ∑
k∈π(i)

Pki,t + ∑
j∈γ(i)

Pij,t

≤M(1 − bi),∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

,

(72)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−M(1 − bi)≤QDG
i,t + QSVC

i,t − ∑
k∈π(i)

Qki,t + ∑
j∈γ(i)

Qij,t

−(PL
i,t +

������ �����
CL

conf

√
ΞL,iζL

������) tanφ≤M(1 − bi)
∀i ∈ ΨN,∀ij ∈ ΨE,∀t ∈ ΨT

. (73)

The robust coordinated network restoration model,

represented by Eqs 2–22, Eqs 27–33, Eqs 71–73, and Eqs

44–58), is formulated using mixed-integer second-order cone

programming (MISOCP). However, both the proposed

deterministic and robust network restoration models

contain numerous binary variables, resulting in high

computational costs. Most commercial optimization solvers,

such as CPLEX, can solve the proposed model at only a small

scale. For practical use, a faster algorithm is required to solve

the proposed model.

4 Case study

The proposed models were tested on a 59-bus rural

distribution system in Jiangsu, China. The structure of the 59-

bus rural distribution system is shown in Figure 3. There are five

PV locations in the testing system, each with a 1.5 MW capacity.

Two 300 kVar SVCs were set at Nodes 18 and 42. Two ESS are

located at bus 16 and bus 38, with one MWh capacity and

0.5 MW maximum charging and discharging power, and

0.9 charging/discharging efficiency. The total load demand of

the system is 3.85 MW and 0.97 MVar. There are three types of

loads: residential, industrial, and commercial loads. The location

of each load is shown in Figure 3. The flexible load, which actively

reacts to the DNO, is located at buses four, 16, 22, and 30. Their

load curves are consistent with the load on the bus. The

maximum scheduling frequency is set to two, and the

maximum hour for load scheduling is set to 20 min each

time. Referring to the Chinese standard, an example is

analyzed with 5 min as an interval and the total restoration

time is 2 h. The voltage amplitude of the substation bus is set to

10.5 kV, the base power of the distribution system is set to

50 MW, the base power of the SESS is set to 1 MW, and the

voltage scope of all nodes is set to [0.93, 1.07] p. u. In this article,

the load is divided into residential, commercial and industrial

loads. In the restoration period, the curves of load and forecasted

PV output are shown in Figure 4. The covariance of the forecast

error is assumed to be one, and there is no correlation between

time and space.

The distance between each bus is shown in Figure 5. The

maximum distance in Figure 5 is between bus 20 and bus 50,

approximately 10,500 m, while the mean distance is

approximately 4,110 m. Assume the traveling speed of the

MESS truck is 60 km/h (1,000 m/min), the maximum

traveling time should be 10 min, and the mean traveling

speed should be 4.1 min, accordingly. The MESS installation

time is set to 3 min, and the sample time Ts is set to 5 min to

consist of the time slot of the load and DG curves.

In the following text, we assume that two faults occur

between buses 2 and 24, and between buses 1 and 10. The

deterministic and robust models were tested successively to

demonstrate their performances.
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4.1 Computational result of the
deterministic model

We shall first look at the simulation results without

considering the uncertainty of DG outputs, that is, the

deterministic dispatching model is used to help network

restoration. Specifically, the deterministic dispatching model

with and without MESS is compared to show the effectiveness

of MESS in improving network reliability.

4.1.1 Case A: No MESS connected
Case A is a benchmark in which no MESS is connected to

ADN. In this case, only the ADNM schemes were employed, and

two SESS located at buses 16 and 38 were used to help with

network restoration.

Figure 6 illustrates the network operation status in Case A. In

Figure 6, the black dashed line denotes the microgrids divided by

the network reconfiguration scheme and the red dashed line

denotes the disconnected lines. As shown in Figure 6, the entire

network was divided into two microgrids, while only 45 buses

and 43 lines were connected to the grid.

Figure 7 illustrates the restored load, PV output, and SOC of the

SESS in Case A. As shown in Figure 7, the total restored load was

29.031 MWh, and the PV output energy was 21.227 MWh. Based

on the SOC curve in Figure 6, the SESSwas not fully used in network

restoration. In particular, SESS1, located on bus 16, received 1 hour

of charging from the PV. Meanwhile, SESS2, located at bus 38, was

frequently charging and discharging to maintain a regional energy

balance. The proposed model thus can be

used for network restoration even if the ADNM scheme is

implemented.

FIGURE 3
Testing the proposed model on the 59-bus rural distribution network.

FIGURE 4
Forecasted load and PV output curves.

FIGURE 5
Distance matrix of the 59 buses.
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4.1.2 Case B: MESS connected
In Case B, the MESS was employed in the AND. The MESS

had a capacity of 0.5 MWh and a 0.5 MW power limit. The initial

allocation of the MESS is at bus one. The initial SOC of the MESS

was set to 0.8.

Figure 8 illustrates the network operation status of Case B.

Unlike the result in Case A, the integrity of the distribution

network was preserved, and no microgrid was divided from

the original network. In Case B, 47 buses and 46 lines were

connected to the grid.

Figure 9 illustrates the restored load, PV output, and SOC

of the SESS in Case B. As shown in Figure 9, the total restored

load was 30.39 MWh, and the PV output energy was

20.221 MWh. It is easy to find that with the assistance of

MESS, the restored load in the ADN has been significantly

improved. Figure 9 shows the SOC curve of the MESS.

Combined with Figures 8, 10, we can see that the MESS

travels among nodes one, 46, 59, and 38 at the 1st, 2nd,

16th, and 24th time periods.

Based on the abovementioned analysis, the cooperative

work of MESS and network reconfiguration can greatly

improve the fault recovery of the distribution network.

However, problems such as the uncertainty of PV in actual

scenarios inevitably lead to a certain degree of error in the

analysis of the entire system. Therefore, the introduction of

uncertainty analysis transforms the problem into a robust

optimization problem.

4.2 Computational result of the robust
model

First, we consider the case of an uncertainty budget of

10 percent (denoted as RO10), in which the system provides a

lower degree of consideration for possible uncertainties. The

island partition and the MESS moving track are shown in

Figure 11. The restored load, PV output, and SOC of

the SESS, as shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the SOC

of MESS.

In RO10, the network is divided into two parts: 40 nodes and

38 lines in the system are connected to the microgrid. As shown

in Figure 12, the total restored load was 25.891 MWh, and the PV

output energy was 15.780 MWh. Figure 13 shows the SOC curve

of the MESS. Combined with Figures 11, 12, we can see that the

FIGURE 6
Island partition result of Case A.

FIGURE 7
Restored load and PV output in Case A.
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MESS travels among nodes 1, 28, and 9 at the 1st, 16th, and 24th

time periods.

Compare with the above figs, we can see that the restored

load and PV outputs have a significant drop if the uncertainty is

considered. Compared with the deterministic model result in

Case B, the number of unconnected nodes and unconnected lines

also declines greatly. The charging and discharging of MESS were

also slightly gentler than those in Case B.

As we can see in RO10, a slight uncertainty can

dramatically change the network restoration results. If the

uncertainty budget of the system is further increased to 90%

(denoted as RO90), a more conservative restoration result can

be obtained. The network status at RO90 is shown in

Figure 14; the load, PV, and SOC curves are shown in

Figure 15.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the network is divided into

two microgrids; only nine nodes and seven lines of the whole

system are connected to the network. Only 5.420 MWh load and

2.00 MWh PV were restored in RO90, even if the SESS is fully

used. This is because the PV output is heavily limited under the

most conservative condition.

However, considering the uncertainty of the random output

of renewable energy also decreases the load-restoration rate.

From the results of the robust optimization model, it is not

difficult to find that with an increase in the uncertainty budget,

the conservatism of the calculation results will also increase, and

FIGURE 8
Island partition and MESS allocation result of Case B.

FIGURE 9
Restored load, PV output, and SOC of the SESS in Case B.

FIGURE 10
SOC result of the MESS in Case B.
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the systemmust sacrifice the economy and part of the load to deal

with possible extremely bad conditions. During the actual

operation of the distribution network, decision makers can

choose different uncertainty budgets according to the actual

needs of the system.

4.3 Computational performance

All algorithms were executed on an HP Z840 workstation

with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2650v4 CPUs running at 2.20 GHz and

16 GB RAM. The proposedmodels were programmed and solved

using the general algebraic modeling system (GAMS) software

and the commercial solver CPLEX 20.1. The CPU times for the

proposed models are presented in Figure 16.

As shown in Figure 16, the deterministic model without MESS

(Case A) exhibits the best computational performance.WhenMESS

was considered (Case B), the computational time increased

significantly. This is because the MESS model contains a large

number of binary variables, which require much more time to

tackle. The uncertainty set in the robust model reduces the feasible

region, which results in a significant reduction in computational

time. Furthermore, the computational time generally decreases with

an increase in the conservative levels. For a post-event dispatch, the

30% conservative level is recommended to reach a balance between

computational burden and robustness.

FIGURE 11
Island partition and MESS allocation result of RO10.

FIGURE 12
Restored load, PV output, and SOC of the SESS in RO10.

FIGURE 13
SOC result of the MESS in RO10.
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5 Conclusion

This article proposed an MESS and ADNM coordinate

dispatching model to optimize the restoration load after

disasters. The ability of the MESS to move between

different locations was exploited to enhance power grid

resilience after natural disasters. The proposed optimization

is a robust MISOCP employing binary recourse decisions,

which account for the relocation of the MESS under DG and

load forecast uncertainty. Results of numerical experiments

reveal that the coordination of the MESS and ADNM can

facilitate network restoration after natural disasters. (Chen

et al., 2016).
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Nomenclature

Indices and sets

ΨN Set of all buses

ΨE Set of all branches

ΨT Set of time intervals

ΨDG Set of DG buses

ΨSVC Set of SVC buses

ΨMESS Set of mobile energy storage fleets

Scalars and parameters

M A large constant in the Big-M method

rij, xij Resistance and reactance of branch ij

Sijmax, SDG,max
i Capacity of branch ij and DG at bus i

stationinim,i Initial parking station i of MESS m

SOCi,t SOCi,t Maximum and minimum state of charge of

stationary energy storage i

SOCMESF
i , SOCMESF

i Maximum and minimum state of charge of

mobile energy storage i

Travel Maximum traveling frequency of MESS

PDG
i,t , QDG

i,t Forecasted active and reactive DG output at bus i at

time t

PL
i,t , Q

L
i,t Forecasted load demand of bus i at time t

ΔPDG
i,t , ΔPL

i,t DG and load forecast error of DG/bus i at time t

QSVC
i , QSVC

i Minimum/maximum reactive power of SVC i

Vi, Vi Maximum/minimum voltage magnitude at bus i

ΩDG, ΩL Budget level of DG/load forecast uncertainty

Variables

bi, cij Binary status of bus i and branch ij: 0 for disconnected and

1 for connected

uchari,t , udisi,t Binary status of charging or discharging of stationary

energy storage i at time t

nMG Number of microgrids, integer variable

Hi Power supplied by bus i in fictitious network

Fij Power flow in fictitious network associated to branch ij

PDG
i,t , QDG

i,t Active/reactive power output of DG unit at bus i at

time t

Pij,t, Qij,t Active/reactive power in line ij at time t

Pi,t, Qi,t Active/reactive power injection of bus i at time t

QSVC
i,t Reactive power output of SVC i at time t

SOCMESF
i,t State of charge of mobile energy storage i at time t

SOCi,t State of charge of energy storage system i at time t

stMESS
m,t , spMESS

m,t Start and stop traveling indictors, respectively, of

MESS fleets m at time t

stDR
i,t , sp

DR
i,t Start and stop demand response indictors,

respectively, of load at node i at time t

Vi,t Voltage magnitude of bus i at time t

Ui,t Squared voltage magnitude of bus i at time t

uDR
i,t Demand response scheduling indictor of load at node i at

time t

ωm,t Traveling state of MESS m at each time period t

zm,i,t Position indictor of MESS m at each time period t at bus i
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